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Summary
This thesis examines general form keyword search queries in XML data. The key-
word search for XML documents are important as XML has become the standard
for representing web data. Existing approaches have focused on integrating keyword
search with XML query language which require knowledge of query or algebra syn-
tax. Recent work got rid of this limitation and developed web-like keyword search
approaches. They attempted to address the conjunctive keyword searching prob-
lem based on the notion of smallest lowest common ancestor (SLCA) semantics.
However, they rarely consider keyword search with operators other than AND.
In this thesis, we have presented a novel approach to process general form AND-
OR keyword search queries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work to
handle keyword queries with any combination of AND and OR operators.
We utilize the tree structure to represent the keyword search query. The query
can be easily parsed into a query tree, with keywords in leaf nodes and operators
in root as well as intermediate nodes, and operands attached as children of the
operator nodes. Using the query tree, not only the query is naturally divided
into several subqueries in the form of subtrees in the query tree, but also the
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processing can be broken up and specialized according to the type of the query
nodes. Consequently, no matter how many types of general form queries there
are, the processing methods we need to consider are now limited to three: how
to process the keyword node in the query tree, and how about the AND operator
nodes and the OR nodes.
We adopted the AND processing from SLCA computing algorithms and pro-
posed a comparison mechanism for OR processing which prunes intermediate re-
sults that cover other intermediate results. By delivering to the parent node the
intermediate results immediately when a new one is produced, a pipeline is built
in the query tree. We do not need to wait for all the matches of the child nodes
coming out. The ﬁrst searching result can be quickly output while the search is
still running for following results. Quick response is critical to keyword search end
users. An important beneﬁt due to the tree structure and the pipelined approach
is that the eﬀect of increase in number of keywords is reduced by logarithm.
The eﬃciency of our approach is veriﬁed via comprehensive experiments. Al-
though the evaluation time is increasing with an increase in keyword frequency,
our approach has exhibited satisfying processing response and outperforms previ-
ous approaches in most cases especially when the query is a complex one. We also
ﬁnd by experimental studies that our approach responds similarly to equivalent
queries with diﬀerent depths and structures. That avoids query rewriting due to
the complexity and is surely to beneﬁt both end users and search engine designers.
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Keyword search is a proven user-friendly way of querying in document systems and
World Wide Web.
For traditional query on relational databases, the processing approach is con-
strained by the structured query imposed by the SQL language. Users are supposed
to have a knowledge of the structure of the data or document that is to be queried.
They can only write a query by describing the data structure as well as their con-
straints. In addition to the structure constraint, the complexity of query language
is another cause that these methods are not so friendly and keyword search is
proposed as an alternative means.
As XML becomes the standard for representing web data, eﬀective and eﬃcient
methods to query XML data have become an increasingly important problem.
An XML query typically involves one or more sets of structurally related XML
elements that are the processing context used by the query. The structure informa-
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Figure 1.1: Example XML Trees T1
tion is used either to evaluate conditions or to return results. If a user knows the
document structure, he can write a meaningful query in XQuery [5] (or XPath [4])
specifying exactly how the nodes involved in the query are structurally connected
to each other. If the user does not have any knowledge of the structural relation-
ships, a keyword search query will be more helpful as long as the user can tell the
element tag names.
However, unlike a structured query where the connection among the data nodes
matching the query is speciﬁed precisely in the ”where” clause (in XQuery or SQL)
or as variable bindings (in XQuery), we need to automatically connect the match
nodes in a meaningful way. Recent work attempted to address the above problem
based on the notion of smallest lowest common ancestor (SLCA) semantics.
The following example illustrates the concept of SLCA-based keyword search.
Example 1.1
Consider the XML tree T1 shown in Figure 1.1, where the keyword nodes are
annotated with subscripts for ease of reference. Consider a keyword search using the
keywords {a, b} on T1. The lowest common ancestor(LCA) found will be {x2, b1, a3}
as x2 is the LCA of {a2, b1}, b1 is the LCA of {a1, b1}, a3 is the LCA of {a3, b2}.
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But x2 is not a SLCA because it has a descendant node b1 that is a SLCA. As a
result, the SLCA-based keyword search will return a set of {a2, b1}. 
Not only the SLCA notion provides a meaningful connection, but also indicates
the granularity as well as the content of the returned information. However, all
those work focus on keyword conjunction but rarely consider keyword search with
operators other than AND. Therefore, in this thesis we introduce a novel approach
for processing general form keyword search queries that are any combination of
AND and OR operators.
1.1 Contributions
In this thesis, we are ﬁrst to present an eﬃcient approach for general form AND-OR
keyword search queries. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a tree structure to represent the general form queries, no matter
how complex the query is. Utilizing the tree structure, we gain opportunities
for optimizing.
• We design a pipelined processing approach. The AND processing part is
adopted from SLCA algorithms. The OR processing part is designed based
on a comparing mechanism.
• Eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of our approach as well as some good properties
for keyword search are veriﬁed by extensive experimental study.
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1.2 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. We introduce the related work in Chapter
2. In Chapter 3 we present some basic deﬁnitions and notations as well as data
models. Our novel approach for general form keyword query processing is presented
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, introducing query transformation and processing




Extensive research has been done on keyword search. Besides those in the areas of
information retrieval and full-text search, [10, 7, 8] are systems supporting keyword
search over relational databases. [9] is the extension work on top of relational
databases supporting keyword search in XML documents.
Keyword search over XML databases has also attracted interest. Several ap-
proaches attempt to support information retrieval style search by expanding XQuery
or other structured query languages [13, 14, 17, 12, 9, 16]. Among these, [13, 12]
consider ranking schemes as well, which is one of the typical IR issues. Proximity
search is studied in [17, 13].
The idea of computing the most speciﬁc elements for conjunctive queries has
been actively explored using LCA (Lowest Common Ancestor), which is the closest
research area relevant to this work. As extensions of LCA, MLCA, SLCA and
GDMCT have been proposed in [18], [20] and [19] respectively.
5
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2.1 Keyword Search over Relational Databases
In the studies of BANKS [10], DBXplorer [7], and DISCOVER [8], a database is
viewed as a graph with tuples (or objects) as nodes and relationships as edges. It
is required that all query keywords appear in the tree of nodes or tuples that are
returned as the answer to a query.
BANKS answers keyword queries by searching for steiner trees [11] containing
all keywords, using heuristics during the search. The identiﬁcation of connected
trees is an NP-hard problem. As a result, the implementation of BANKS is tuned
for a graph that ﬁts in main memory. Since it requires that all the data edges ﬁt
in memory, it is not feasible for large data sets.
The structural constraints expressed in RDBMS schema is exploited in DBX-
plorer and DISCOVER to facilitate query processing. They share similar architec-
tures and ﬁrst get the tuples containing keywords from the master index. After
that, a set of SQL queries corresponding to all diﬀerent ways to connect the key-
words based on the schema graph are generated. The selection of the optimal
execution plan is proven to be NP-complete. Trees of tuples containing all the
keywords are connected through primary-foreign key relationships and are output
as query results.
Since RDBMS schema is needed in processing, the approaches can not be ap-
plied if the XML documents can not be mapped to a rigid relational schema.
Besides, they encounter similar problem as BANKS that they may need to read a
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huge number of connecting tuples from the disk since it is impractical to store all
the connections between all pairs of nodes in the inverted index.
XKeyword [9] extends the work of DISCOVER by materializing path indices.
It reduces the number of joins in the generated SQL queries and provides fast
response times.
2.2 Integrating Keyword Search with XML Query
Language
Recently, there has been interests in integrating keyword search with structured
XML querying, among which [17] and [13] are two relatively early works. In [17]
XML-QL is extended with keyword search on subtrees of certain tags. It helps
novice users formulate queries even when they have no idea of the document struc-
ture. Besides, inverted ﬁle indices for XML documents are established in a rela-
tional database system. So full-text search as well as distributed query processing
are supported in a relational environment in [17].
XIRQL [13] is an extension of XQL for information retrieval. Several IR-related
features are supported in this system like weighting and ranking, relevance-oriented
search, data types with vague predicates, and semantic relativism.
XXL search engine is presented in [14], which has an SQL-like syntax. Both
exact-match and semantic-similarity search conditions can be expressed in XXL
because it exploits the structural information as well as the rich semantic annota-
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tions. IR-style relevance ranking is supported in XXL. Ontological information and
suitable index structures are used to improve the search eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness.
Xyleme [22] creates its own query language for XML query processing. It is an
extension of OQL [23] and provides a mix of database and information retrieval
characteristics.
Various XML full-text query languages have also been proposed. A recent work
[27] presents XFT algebra that accounts for element nesting in XML document
structure to evaluate queries with complex full-text predicates.
Although the above languages support ﬂexible querying of XML, they still re-
quire knowledge of query or algebra syntax and are not suitable for naive users.
XRANK system [12] extends web-like keyword search to XML and requires no
knowledge of query syntax any more. The focus is its ranking mechanism. Given a
tree T containing all the keywords, XRANK assigns a score to T using an adaption
of PageRank algorithm of Google [26]. The score is obtained by combining the
ranking of all the ranked elements with keyword proximity considering document
order. The keyword search algorithm in XRANK utilizes inverted lists and returns
subtrees as answers. However, XRANK does not return connected trees to explain
how the keywords are connected to each other. Only the most speciﬁc result is
output although maybe it has parts that are semantically unrelated.
XSearch [15] is closely related to XRANK but employs more information-retrieval
techniques. Proximity is included in the ranking formula in terms of the size of
the relationship tree and it won’t be aﬀected by the order of children, which is
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diﬀerent from XRANK. The main focus of XSearch is in laying the foundations for
a semantic search engine over XML documents. It attempts to return meaningful
results based on query as well as document structure. Two nodes are considered to
be semantically related if and only if there are no two distinct nodes with the same
tag name on the path between these two nodes (excluding themselves). A heuris-
tic called interconnection relationship is used to determine whether two nodes are
meaningfully related. However, interconnection does not work when two unrelated
nodes are under same entities. During execution, it uses an all-pairs interconnec-
tion index to check the connectivity between nodes, which is not eﬃcient for large
XML documents and thus is impracticable in practice.
2.3 Lowest Common Ancestor Computation
The algorithms for computing the LCA of nodes in a tree are well known already
[24, 25]. From the study in [16] on, LCA computation applied to XML keyword
search queries has been extensively studied.
MEET [16] also creates a query language to enable keyword search in XML
documents. The meet operator is introduced to help users query XML databases
with whose content they are familiar with, but without requiring knowledge of tags
and hierarchies. The semantics of the meet operator is the nearest concept (i.e.
lowest ancestor) of objects. It operates on multiple sets where all nodes in the same
set are required to have the same schema. The meet operator of two nodes v1 and
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v2 is implemented eﬃciently using joins on relations, where the number of joins is
the number of edges of the shorter one of the paths from v1 and v2 to their LCA.
In contrast to [16], some other works do not require schema information, thus
present a more user-friendly interface.
The concept of Smallest LCAs (SLCAs) was ﬁrst proposed in [20]. SLCAs are
deﬁned to be the LCAs that do not contain other LCAs. According to the SLCA
semantics, the result of a keyword query is the set of nodes that (i) contain the
keywords either in their tags or in the tags of their descendant nodes and (ii) they
have no descendant node that also contains all the keywords either in its own tag
or in the tags of its descendant nodes. Meaningful LCAs (MLCAs) is a similar
concept with SLCAs. Two nodes matching to diﬀerent keywords are considered to
be meaningfully related if their LCA is an SLCA; a set of nodes consisting of one
match to each keyword is meaningfully related if every pair is meaningfully related,
and a MLCA is deﬁned as the LCA of these nodes.
Y. Li et al [18] incorporates MLCA search in XQuery and proposes a simple,
novel XML document search technique, namely Schema-Free Query. By marking
structurally ambiguous elements with mlcas keyword and ambiguous tag names
with expand function, it enables users to query an XML document without full
knowledge of the document schema. At the same time, any partial knowledge
available to the user can be exploited to advantage. The predicates in an XQuery
are speciﬁed through MLCA. A stack-based algorithm is deviced for the MLCA
computation using structural joins.
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Although both of the concept of MLCAs and that of interconnection in XSearch
are designed to capture the meaningful fragments of the XML document based on
tag names as well as keywords provided in a query, they are quite diﬀerent when
XML data has more than one logical hierarchy, for example, when a entity have
diﬀerent tag names. We have mentioned above that XSearch fail to recognize
meaningful structure when entities have diﬀerent tag names. In contrast, search
based on MLCAs can recognize this fact and avoid returning incorrect result.
XKSearch also makes an eﬀort to improve the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of
keyword search against LCAs. For each keyword the system maintains a sorted list
of nodes that contain the keyword. The key property of SLCA search is that, given
two keywords k1 and k2 and a node v that contains keyword k1, one only needs to
ﬁnd the left and right matches of v in the list of k2 in order to discover potential
solutions. If the number of keywords is more than two, the SLCA computation is
generalized based on the property: slca(S1, . . . , Sk) = slca(slca(S1, . . . , Sk−1, Sk)
where S1 to Sk are keyword lists and k > 2. The Indexed Lookup Eager algorithm
is thus derived and completes the computation accessing the k keyword lists in just
one round. Delivery of SLCAs is pipelined while intermediate LCAs are removed if
they are not SLCAs. The Scan Eager algorithm is exactly the same as the Indexed
Lookup Eager algorithm except that it maintains a cursor for each keyword list.
Experiments show that the Indexed Lookup Eager algorithm outperforms stack-
based algorithms [12, 18] by orders of magnitude when the keywords have diﬀerent
frequencies. Meanwhile, the Scan Eager algorithm has been proven to be the best
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variant for the case where the keywords have similar frequencies.
It can be observed that the SLCA computation in XKSearch goes a binary way
in that for a query with k keywords, the computation is transformed into a sequence
of k − 1 intermediate SLCA computations, each taking a pair of keyword lists as
inputs and outputs another list. An important observation is that the result size is
bounded by min|S1|, . . . , |Sk|. However, XKSearch incurs many unnecessary SLCA
intermediate computations even when the result size is small. C. Sun et al. [21]
optimizes the SLCA computation by exploiting this observation. Their multiway-
SLCA approach takes one data node from each keyword list in a single step. An
”anchor” node is chosen to drive the multiway SLCA computation and the match
anchored by this node is computed. The selections of the anchor node as well as
the next match are optimized based on the properties of the anchor node and the
algorithm thus can minimize redundant computations.
Recently, V. Hristidis et al. proposes the concept of Grouped Distance Minimum
Connecting Trees (GDMCTs), which is another variant of LCAs in [19]. It provides
an optimized version of the LCA-ﬁnding stack algorithm. When the result consists
of more than one path return subtrees, the stack-based algorithm ﬁrst reduced
each path to an edge labeled with the path length, and then groups the isomorphic
reduced subtrees into a generalized tree. Thus the set of LCAs are returned along
with eﬃciently summarized explanations on why each node is an LCA, which is
the most important contribution of the work.
All the above research works utilizing LCA computation aim to and can only
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be applied to process conjunctive queries, i.e. AND queries. They provide no
eﬃcient solution for queries that contain an OR operation as LCA computation is
naturally incapable of dealing with disjunction of nodes. Observe this, C. Sun et al.
in [21] attempt to extend their approach to process more general keyword search
queries supporting combination of AND and OR boolean operators. However, they
only produce eﬃcient algorithm that restricts the input keyword search query to be
expressed in conjunctive normal form (CNF). If the query is expressed in disjunctive
normal form (DNF) or any other forms, it has to be either transformed into CNF
ﬁrst or be processed in a naive way.
This is the original motivation of our work that we intend to develop an eﬃcient
approach of processing AND-OR keyword search queries in general form, i.e. any
combination of AND and OR operators without any additional conditions. Besides,
we provide a web-like style of keyword search that users are not required to have
any knowledge of the data being queried. They do not have to know any query
language either. We adopt the SLCA computation for conjunctive processing and
devise a comparison mechanism uniquely for disjunctive processing. Combining
these two and employing the hiding tree structure of the general form query, we
develop a pipelined multiway approach for general AND-OR keyword search.
Chapter 3
Preliminaries
Our approach for general keyword search is to be applied to an XML document,
which is conventionally represented by a tree structure. Part or whole of the doc-
ument will be returned as the search result. Before we introduce the details of our
approach, some preliminary information will be clariﬁed regarding the data model
of the document being queried as well as the search result. We also introduce a
notion of anchor nodes in the core of SLCA computation approach.
3.1 Data Model
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a hierarchical format. An XML docu-
ment consists of nested XML elements starting with the root element. Each element
can have attributes and values, in addition to nested subelements. XML also sup-
ports intra-document references represented using IDREFs, and inter-document
14
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references represented using XLink. An XML document can optionally have a
schema. Besides XML Schema, Document Type Description (DTD) is a commonly
used method to describe the structure of an XML document and acts like a schema.
Since in our approach no schema information is needed, we will not discuss the
schema related issues. Figure 3.1 shows an example XML document representing
























Figure 3.1: Example XML Document
We use tree structure to model XML documents. An XML document is a
rooted, ordered, labeled tree. Each node corresponds to an element or a value,
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the root node of the tree corresponding to the root element. The edges connecting
nodes represent element-subelement or element-value relationships. Node labels are
either tags or values of the nodes. The ordering of sibling nodes implicitly deﬁnes
a total order on the nodes in a tree, obtained by a preorder traversal of the tree
nodes.
There are several labeling schemes for assigning a numerical id to each node in
XML tree structure. Here we use Dewey numbers [1] as our choice based on the
work in [6]. With Dewey labeling, each node is assigned a vector that represents
the path from the document’s root to the node. Each component of the path
represents the absolute order of an ancestor node and each path uniquely identiﬁes
the absolute position of the node within the document.
The example XML document in Figure 3.1 with Dewey labeling is shown in
Figure 3.2. Using Dewey labeling, it is convenient to represent orders and rela-
tionships between nodes in XML tree structure. The LCA of nodes can be easily
derived by common preﬁx computing as well.
We use < to represent the preceding relationship of two Dewey numbers. For
example, 0.2.1.0 < 0.2.1.1. The node with Dewey number 0.2.1.0 precedes the node
with Dewey number 0.2.1.1 in preorder traverse. We use ≺ to represent the preﬁx
relationship. For example, 0.2.1 ≺ 0.2.1.1. Then the node with Dewey number
0.2.1 is on the path from the root node to the node with Dewey number, i.e. the
ancestor of the latter one. The former node is also the parent of the latter one
because the diﬀerence of the path length from root is only 1. Then it can be easily
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derived that 0.2.1.0 and 0.2.1.1 are the Dewey numbers of two sibling nodes as they
have the same parent.
The above rules are displayed as follows. For two XML tree nodes n1, n2, and
their Dewey numbers d1, d2,
• Document order:
if d1 < d2, then n1 comes before n2 in document sequence.
• Siblings relationship:
n1 and n2 are siblings if and only if d1 and d2 only defer in the last component.
• Ancestor-Descendant relationship:
n1 is the ancestor of n2 if and only if d1 ≺ d2.
• Parent-Child relationship:
n2 is the child of n1 if and only if d1 ≺ d2 and length of d1 equals that of d2
minus 1.
• LCA:
the LCA of n1 and n2 is the node with Dewey number which is the longest
common preﬁx of d1 and d2.
Example 3.1
In Figure 3.2, node name has Dewey number 0.0, and node year has Dewey
number 0.1. Since 0.0 < 0.1, node name precedes node year. They are siblings
at the same time. The Dewey number 0.1.0 has a preﬁx 0.1, which is the Dewey
number of node year. According to the rules listed above, node 2006 is a descendant
(as well as a child in this case) of node year. 
Sometimes during the processing of keyword search a part of the XML document
is used to represent intermediate or ﬁnal result. This part is denoted document
























































Figure 3.2: Example XML Document With Dewey Labeling
fragment. The document fragment is a consecutive part of an XML document
that contains some or all of the elements in the original document. The document
fragment is not necessarily well formed. There can be several separate trees without
a common root node. However, all the parent-child, ancestor-descendant and the
sibling relationships between two nodes in the document fragment are completely
preserved as they are in the original document.
We use a tuple (begin, end) to denote the document fragment. The label
begin denotes the beginning node of the fragment, and end is the last node of the
fragment. Since there may be several nodes sharing the same tag, we will use the
Dewey numbers instead of the node tags in practice.
Example 3.2
In Figure 3.1, the fragment in the inner box is a valid document fragment, which
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is not well-formed. It begins at the element title and ends at the value of the next
title element and can be expressed in a tuple (0.2.0, 0.3.0.0). Its counterpart in
Figure 3.2 are the three subtrees rooted at node title(0.2.0), authors(0.2.1) and
title(0.3.0) respectively in the bold font. 
3.2 Search Result
When the keyword search query is applied to the XML document, a set of smallest
document fragments containing all the keywords may be returned as result. By
smallest we mean that the document fragment does not contain a smaller document
fragment that also contains all the keywords. For each document fragment, the
lowest common ancestor node of the subtrees corresponding to it is called the LCA
of the document fragment, which can be easily inferred from the tuple.
Definition 3.2.1 For a document fragment D with tuple (begin, end), its LCA
is the lowest common ancestor of its beginning and ending node, i.e. lca(D) =
lca(begin, end).
The example below is a simple conjunctive keyword search query with only two
keywords input and one result returned.
Example 3.3
Suppose a keyword query containing two keywords XML and view is applied to
the XML document in Figure 3.1. The data node with value Eﬃcient Discovery
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of XML Data Redundancies (0.2.0.0) under the element node title will be found
to contain one of the keywords XML. After that, in the data node with value
Answering Tree Pattern Queries Using Views (0.3.0.0) under the element node title
the other keyword ’view’ is found. An intuitive perception is conceived that the
part containing these two data nodes, which is the content in the box in Figure 3.2,
should be returned. However, since the query result should be subtrees, the LCA
of the document fragment is ﬁnally returned in place of the subtree rooted at conf
node. 
In the following chapter we will clarify the syntax and transformation of the
keyword search query before we present the query processing in our work.
3.3 Anchor Nodes
We adopt the multiway approach in [21] for SLCA computation. As a result, we
have to make the notion of anchor node as well as some of its properties clear since
it is the central idea of the approach.
Let K = {w1, · · · , wk} denote an input set of k keywords,where each keyword
wi is associated with a set Si of nodes in an XML document T (sorted in document
order).A set of nodes S = {v1, · · · , vk} is deﬁned to be a match for K if |S| = |K|
and each vi ∈ Si for i ∈ [1, k]. We use Si to denote the data node list (sorted in
document order) associated with the keyword wi.
Given two nodes v and w in a document tree T , v ≺p w denotes that v precedes
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w (or w succeeds v) in document order in T ; and v p w denotes that v ≺p w or
v = w.
We use v ≺a w to denote that v is a proper ancestor of w in T , and v a w
to denote that v = w or v ≺a w.
Consider a node v and a set of nodes S. The function next(v, S) returns the
ﬁrst node in S that succeeds v if it exists; otherwise, it returns null. The function
pred(v, S) returns the predecessor of v in S, that is, the last node in S that precedes
v if it exists; otherwise, it returns null.




pred(v, S) if lca(v, next(v, S)) ≺a
lca(v, pred(v, S)),
next(v, S) otherwise.
The function closest(v, S) returns null if both pred(v, S) and next(v, S) are
null; and it returns the non-null value if exactly one of pred(v, S) and next(v, S)
is null. The function lca(v, w) computes the lowest common ancestor (or LCA) of
the two nodes v, w and returns null if any of its arguments is null.
Now we come to the notion of anchor nodes.
Definition 3.3.1 A match S = {v1, · · · , vk} is said to be anchored by a node
va ∈ S if for each vi ∈ S − {va}, vi = closest(va, Si). We refer to va as the anchor
node of S.
The properties of the anchor node shown below guarantee that the matches are
restrict to those that are anchored by some node. We omit the proofs and direct
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interested readers to [21].
Lemma 3.3.2 If lca(S) is an SLCA and v ∈ S, then lca(S) = lca(S ′), where S ′
is the set of nodes anchored by v.
Lemma 3.3.3 If lca(S) and lca(S ′) are distinct SLCAs, then S ∩ S ′ = ∅.
Lemma 3.3.4 Let V and W be two matches such that V ≺p W . If lcaW is not
a descendant of lcaV , then for any match X where W ≺p X, lcaX is also not a
descendant of lcaV .
Lemma 3.3.5 Consider two matches S and S ′. They are almost the same except
for two nodes u ∈ S and v ∈ S ′, where u a v, then lca(S) a lca(S ′).
Lemma 3.3.5 can be easily deduced from Lemma 3.3.4
Along with the anchor node, now we need a triple (begin, end, anchor) to
represent the anchored match. The label anchor stands for the anchor node of the
match in SLCA computation. The other two labels remain the same meanings in
the tuple (begin, end) representing a document fragment.
Chapter 4
Keyword Search Queries
The general form keyword search query we discussed is the combination of AND
and OR boolean operators. Although the keyword queries can be expressed in
either one of CNF and DNF, we seek a more general form that has no restrictions.
4.1 Query Syntax
The AND-OR keyword search queries are of the form:
Q = (Q) | (Q) AND (Q) | (Q) OR (Q) | k,
where k denotes some keyword.
The query syntax supports any combination of AND and OR. Conventionally
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VLDB AND ((XML AND views) OR (Jag AND Lakshmanan))
The query asks for any information containing ’VLDB’ as well as ’XML’ and
’views’, or ’Jag’ and ’Lakshmanan’. 
4.2 Query Transformation
To process the keyword search query, we should ﬁrst parse the query and get the
information of keywords and operators. The query will be transformed into a
multiple-branched query tree, where the keywords and operators information are
stored in the tree nodes.
There are two types of nodes in the query tree. The operator nodes represent
the boolean operators in the query, and the keyword nodes represent the keywords
in the query. Keyword nodes reside in leaves of the tree while the root and inter-
mediate nodes are operator nodes. The child nodes of those operator nodes are the
corresponding operands. Levels of the operator nodes are determined by the op-
eration order as well as the association indicated by the parentheses. Accordingly,







Figure 4.1: Eample Query Tree
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For the query in Example 4.1, the corresponding query tree is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.1. The two innermost terms ’XML AND views’, and ’Jag AND Lakshmanan’
are at the bottom of the tree. They are connected by a parent operator node OR,
which is the right child of the root node. The left child is another keyword ’VLDB’.
The root node AND denotes that the outermost operation is a conjunction.
For a node in the query tree, the type information (whether it is an AND oper-
ator, an OR operator or a keyword) is stored in the node. For each operator node
we also maintain its child node list. If the query node is a keyword, its characters
will be stored as well, which are used to get records from database. Besides, a
database cursor is maintained for every keyword node marking the current position
in the keyword data list in the database. If one keyword appears more than once in
the query, multiple cursors will be maintained and accessed separately with regard
to every appearance of the keyword. Consequently, no confusion will be caused.
We choose the tree structure not only because it is a good form that can rep-
resent any general form keyword search query with any combination of AND and
OR operations, but also because tree structure can be easily decomposed and re-
composed during processing. Every subtree of the query tree is a general form
keyword search query itself. Thus the original query can be easily broken down
to smaller and simpler subqueries. Those subqueries can be AND queries, OR
queries, or queries only containing one keyword. Diﬀerent processing approaches
can be applied according to the types of these subqueries.
During the processing, the intermediate matching document fragment at each
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query node is recorded in the form of the (begin, end, anchor) triple. Details
of the algorithms will be discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
AND-OR Query Processing
In this chapter, we present our approach for processing general form keyword search
queries in XML data.
After the keyword search query has been parsed into the query tree, the pro-
cessing begins from the root node and spreads downward to every tree node. It asks
for one at a time appropriate matching document fragment from each child of the
current node to be processed. The child nodes ask their children in the same way
recursively, and matching document fragments are passed upward and processed
according to the type of the parent node. If the parent node is an AND node, a
conjunction of all the document fragments from child nodes is performed and a
smallest document fragment covering all those document fragments is produced as
a new match. If the parent node is an OR node, the most preceding one among all
the document fragments from child nodes is chosen as the new match. All the inter-
mediate matches at each query tree node are produced in the document sequence,
27
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Algorithm 1 General Keyword Search Algorithm
1: result = ∅
2: while (getNext(root) 	= null) do




1: if (node is a keyword node) then
2: return getNextKey(node)
3: else if (node.operator = AND) then
4: return getNextAnd(node)
5: else if (node.operator = OR) then
6: return getNextOr(node)
7: end if
which is convenient for further computations above.
The algorithm for processing AND-OR general form keyword search queries is
illustrated in Algorithm 1. At each query node, we use the function getNext to
fetch the next suitable document fragment and record it in the triple attached
to the node. The getNext function will direct the processing to diﬀerent routines
according to the type of query nodes. The smallest subtree containing the document
fragment at the root node is computed via the lca function in step 3 and output to
the ﬁnal result set.
In the following, we will introduce the processing approach for each type of
query node. We begin with the simplest one getNextKey.
5.1 Keyword Processing
Before we start to introduce the procedure of getNextKey, we ﬁrst recall some
properties of anchor node and LCA computation.
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Algorithm 2 Processing Keyword Nodes
getNextKey (node)
Input: keyword node
Output: triple (begin, end, anchor)
1: node.cursor = node.cursor + 1
2: if (nodeList[node.cursor] = null) then
3: return null
4: else if (nodeList[node.cursor + 1] 	= null) then
5: while nodeList[node.cursor] a nodeList[node.cursor + 1] do







13: node.triple.begin = node.triple.end = node.triple.anchor = nodeList[node.cursor]
14: return node.triple
According to Lemma 3.3.5, if two matches S and S ′ only diﬀer in two nodes v
and w where v ≺a w, then lca(S) ≺a lca(S ′). Given that we only accept as result
the smallest document fragments that do not contain others, the match S will be
pruned.
Based on this fact, we optimize the procedure of ﬁnding the next ﬁtting keyword
data node by skipping those that are ancestors of other nodes in the keyword node
lists.
For every keyword node in the query tree we maintain a cursor, which is initiated
to the ﬁrst data node, marking the next data node in the corresponding keyword
data lists to be processed. To get the next keyword data node, search begins from
the cursor until a data node is found which is not the ancestor of the following
(step 5 to 11). The triple is produced from the Dewey number of the data node
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directly (step 13). The cursor is advanced every time the function getNextKey is
called until it reaches the end and reports a null result (step 3).
Example 5.1
Consider a keyword author in Figure 3.2. The triples produced at this key-
word node are (0.2.1.0, 0.2.1.0, 0.2.1.0), (0.2.1.1, 0.2.1.1, 0.2.1.1), (0.3.1.0, 0.3.1.0,
0.3.1.0), (0.3.1.1, 0.3.1.1, 0.3.1.1), and (0.3.1.2, 0.3.1.2, 0.3.1.2), in sequence. The
cursor of the keyword has been advanced ﬁve times. 
5.2 And Processing
When we encounter an AND node, a conjunction should be performed among its child
nodes, which is the function getNextAnd called in step 4 in the function getNext
of Algorithm 1. The semantics of AND operation is to ﬁnd a smallest document
fragment which covers all matching document fragments from the child nodes.
The And processing approach is adopted from the multiway-SLCA algorithm
in [21]. The detail of the function getNextAnd is demonstrated in Algorithm 3. A
child list is maintained for each AND node. The child nodes are denoted as child[i]
in the algorithm, where i is from 1 to the amount of the child nodes denoted as
childCount.
By Lemma 3.3.3, to compute the new match, document fragments from child
nodes already used before should be skipped. As a result, new document fragments
from child nodes are fetched, which is performed in steps 1 to 7. If any one of the
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Algorithm 3 Processing And Nodes
getNextAnd (node)
Input: And node
Output: triple (begin, end, anchor)
1: for each child[i] do
2: {prepare each child node for candidate fragments}
3: child[i].triple = getNext(child[i])




8: {choose the anchor node}
9: node.triple.anchor = last(child[i].triple.anchor) for each i ∈ [1, childCount]
10: for each child[i] do
11: {compute the anchored match}
12: child[i].triple = getClosestTriple(child[i], node.triple.anchor)
13: end for
14: node.triple.begin = first(child[i].triple.begin) for each i ∈ [1, childCount]
15: node.triple.end = last(child[i].triple.end) for each i ∈ [1, childCount]
16: return node.triple
child runs out of data nodes, no new matches can be found and the algorithm
returns null (step 5).
Once the child nodes are ready, the anchor node is computed. In step 9, the last
one among all the anchors of the document fragments from child nodes is selected
as the anchor of the match. The corresponding anchored match is computed in
steps 10 to 13, by choosing from each child node appropriate document fragments
closest to the current anchor (based on Lemma 3.3.2). The selection is performed
by comparing LCAs of the anchor and neighboring document fragments of the child
node in the function getClosestTriple displayed in Algorithm 4. The function keeps
on fetching the next document fragment of the current child node until it ﬁnds
the lowest LCA. The match is found and represented as a triple of which begin is
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Algorithm 4 getClosestTriple
getClosestTriple (node, anchor)
Input: query node, anchor
Output: triple (begin, end, anchor)
1: olderTriple = node.triple
2: while (getNext(node) 	= null) do
3: if (lca(anchor, triple.anchor) a lca(anchor, olderTriple.anchor)) then
4: {older triple is closer}





the ﬁrst of all the begins and end is the last of all the ends of the child document
fragments.
We use two examples to illustrate the detailed procedure of AND processing.
Example 5.2
Consider ’XML AND views’ in Example 3.3 and the document fragment in
Figure 3.1. If the query is applied to the document fragment, the processing be-
gins from the root node of the query tree, and function getNextAnd(And) is called.
There are two children of the AND node: XML, and views, both are keyword
nodes. Subsequently, getNextKey(XML) and getNextKey(views) are called. The
ﬁrst returns a triple (0.2.0.0, 0.2.0.0, 0.2.0.0), and the second returns (0.3.0.0,
0.3.0.0, 0.3.0.0). The latter one thus is selected as the anchor of current AND oper-
ation. The anchored match is computed and the triple (0.2.0.0, 0.3.0.0, 0.3.0.0) is
returned as the matching fragment (exactly the content in the box in Figure 3.1).

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Example 5.3
Consider another one ’author AND Jag’. Functions getNextKey(author) and
getNextkey(Jag) are called. The ﬁrst returns a triple (0.2.1.0, 0.2.1.0, 0.2.1.0). The
second returns a triple (0.2.1.1.0, 0.2.1.1.0, 0.2.1.1.0) and is chosen as the anchor.
Based on it, the closest triple is computed. The LCA of current triple of author
and the anchor is 0.2.1. The LCA of the next triple of author (0.2.1.1, 0.2.1.1,
0.2.1.1) and the author is 0.2.1.1 and is recognized as closer. The following triple
is (0.3.1.0, 0.3.1.0, 0.3.1.0) and the LCA is 0, which is the ancestor of the previous
LCA 0.2.1.1. As a result, the triple (0.2.1.1, 0.2.1.1, 0.2.1.1) is the closest to the
anchor. The new match is computed according to step 14 and 15 in Algorithm 3
and a triple (0.2.1.1, 0.2.1.1.0, 0.2.1.1.0) representing the subtree rooted at the
node author (with Dewey number 0.2.1.1) is returned. 
In steps 1 to 7, the child nodes are prepared in the sequence they appear in
the query. Diﬀerent from the SLCA computing algorithms in [21], the child nodes
are not sorted according to the frequencies of their document fragments. That is
because in the tree structure, it is quite costly to get all the document fragments
sorted at each query node. Furthermore, the sorted lists in [21] can be reused
because they are keyword data lists. In contrast, the sorted document fragments
cannot be reused because they are computed according to given query terms. As
a result, the sorting procedure is a waste in a sense.
On the other hand, due to the tree structure, the processing at the AND node
stops once any one of its child nodes runs out of new matches. It ensures that
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the total number of intermediate results produced is no more than the smallest
among the numbers of document fragments from child nodes. At the same time,
redundant computing of new document fragments from other child nodes is avoided
and processing time as well as database accesses are saved.
Example 5.4
We continue with the processing of ’author AND Jag’ at the AND node in
Example 5.3. Functions getNextKey(author) and getNextkey(Jag) are called again.
The ﬁrst returns a triple (0.3.1.0,0.3.1.0,0.3.1.0) and the second returns null. The
checking at step 4 in Algorithm 3 reports a null result of the AND processing. Fur-
ther calling of getNextKey(author) is skipped although there are two more document
fragments at the author keyword node according to the result in Example 5.1. 
5.3 Or Processing
The semantics of OR operation is to combine the intermediate results from its
child nodes by eliminating those document fragments that cover others. Then
getNextOr ﬁnds one document fragment at a time which is a smallest independent
one. By smallest, we mean that the fragment does not cover other fragments. By
independent, we mean that the fragment does not intersect with others. Thus we
need to compare the document fragments pairwise between every two child nodes,
pruning those that do not suit until we output a ﬁt one.
Thus the core of OR processing is the comparison. A straightforward method
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can be as follows:
1. Compute all the document fragments from child nodes and put them in a set.
2. Compare every two document fragments by computing their LCAs.
3. Discard the document fragments whose LCAs are ancestors of others’ and
output the left to the result set.
Unfortunately, most of the time the naive method is unsatisfactory. First of all,
the comparison between every two document fragments is quite time-consuming,
even if the comparison within the same node can be skipped (given that the matches
at the query node are output in document order). Secondly, quite a number of LCA
computations are brought in on demand of the comparison. Unless the LCA of a
document fragment is recorded, every time it is involved in a comparison, its LCA
computation is performed again. Last and the most importantly, the processing
pipeline in the query tree breaks down because we have to wait for the processing
at the OR node ﬁnish producing all its matches and even worse, we need to sort
the matches for further processing.
We thus attempt to ﬁnd an optimized method avoiding the shortcomings listed
above. The observation that the document fragments from one child nodes are
naturally in document order assists the optimization against the large number of
comparisons. Consider two document fragment D1 and D2 which are two matches
at query node q1, and another document fragment D3 from query node q2. If
D3 ≺p D1 ≺p D2 and D3 is disjoint with D1, then D3 is also disjoint with D2. This
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is a generalization of Lemma 3.3.4. Based on this, if a preceding document fragment
is disjoint with an early document fragment at some node, it won’t get related with
the document fragment produced at the same node in the following. That is to say,
comparisons are not needed for obviously faraway document fragment pairs.
Furthermore, LCA computations are not always needed to decide whether a doc-
ument fragment covers others. Recall that we use a triple (begin, end, anchor)
to represent the document fragment. By comparing the labels in the triple, we can
perceive the relationships between two document fragments at a smaller expense
(It is apparent that the cost of comparing two Dewey numbers is cheaper than that
of computing and comparing the LCAs of two pairs of Dewey numbers).
There can be three possible relationships between two document fragments,
represented in the form of triples as follows:
For two matching document fragments A and B, the triple of A is a(begin, end,
anchor); the triple of B is b(begin, end, anchor). Suppose a.begin p b.begin:
1. a.begin p b.begin p b.end p a.end
A covers B.
2. a.begin p b.begin p a.end p b.end or a.end a b.begin
A intersects with B. Further LCA computing is needed to decide whether A
covers B or B covers A.
3. a.end p b.begin and a.end a b.begin
A and B are disjoint.
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Thus we can infer the relationships between two document fragments by com-
paring their begin and end labels instead of comparing LCAs. Consequently, LCA
computing is performed only when necessary. Unqualiﬁed intermediate matches
are eliminated according to the result of comparison.
In case 1, A should be pruned because it contains a smaller match B. In case
2, the one that found to be the ancestor should be pruned. If the LCAs of two
document fragments are by chance the same, any one of the document fragments
can be pruned since they represent the same intermediate result. In case 3, neither
of the two will be pruned. We can continue with the comparisons between other
document fragments. If a document fragment is not pruned after it has been
compared with its counterparts from all the other nodes, it will be output as a
qualiﬁed match at the OR node.
In our approach, every child node of the OR node has a triple representing its
current match except that those run out of new matches. If all the child nodes
run out of new matches, the processing stops and returns null. If only one child
node has new matches, its matching document fragment will be output directly as
a match at the OR node without being compared. Otherwise, the comparisons will
keep running and stops only when a match is output.
The detail of OR processing is shown in Algorithm 5. Before the central com-
parisons, some preparations are performed.
First of all, we prepare each child node for candidate document fragments by
calling the function checkChild whose detail is demonstrated in Algorithm 6. If
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Algorithm 5 Processing Or Nodes
getNextOr (node)
Input: Or node
Output: triple (begin, end, anchor)
1: if (checkChild(node) = false) then
2: return null
3: end if
4: while (true) do
5: prec = selectPrec(node)
6: if ( prec = −1) then
7: return null
8: end if
9: {the comparison begins}
10: for (i = 0; i < childcount; i++) do
11: while ((child[i].triple = null)or(i = prec)) do
12: i++
13: end while
14: if (child[i].triple.begin p child[prec].triple.end) then





20: if (ancestorLCA(child[prec], child[i]) = true) then
21: getNext(child[prec]); break




26: else if (child[prec].triple.end a child[i].triple.begin) then
27: {case 2}
28: if (ancestorLCA(child[prec], child[i]) = true) then
29: getNext(child[prec]); break






36: if (i = childCount) then
37: {a round of comparison ends}
38: node.triple = child[prec].triple










1: count = 0
2: for each child[i] do
3: if (child[i].triple = null) then












Output: the prec index
1: prec = 1
2: while (child[prec].triple = null) do
3: prec++




8: for (i = prec+ 1; i < childCount; i++) do
9: if (child[i].triple.begin p child[prec].triple.begin) then




all the child nodes have no new matches any more, then no new matches can be
computed at the OR node.
Since we want to output the matching document fragments in document order,
it is straightforward that we start the comparison from the most preceding one
among all the document fragments from child nodes. We select the ﬁrst comparing
triple by calling the function selectPrec which is displayed in Algorithm 7. If all
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Algorithm 8 ancestorLCA
ancestorLCA (node, node)
Input: Query nodes n1, n2
Output: boolean
1: LCA1 = lca(n1.triple.begin, n1.triple.end)
2: LCA2 = lca(n2.triple.begin, n2.triple.end)





the child nodes have no new matches any more, selectPrec returns null indicating
that no prec indexing the preceding document fragment exist. Otherwise, in steps 8
to 12 existing document fragments are compared by their begin label to decide the
most preceding one to be returned.
After the preparation is done, a new round of comparison starts in step 10
in getNextOr in Algorithm 5. If the result of the comparison falls into case 2,
the LCAs of the two document fragments have to be computed and compared by
calling the function ancestorLCA in Algorithm 8 to decide whether any one of them
should be pruned. If the prec triple is pruned in step 17 in case 1 or in steps 21
and 29 in case 2, the current round of comparison stops and a new round starts
with an updated prec triple. Otherwise the comparison continues between the prec
triple and the triples in the following, sometimes causing those triples updated. If
the prec triple is not pruned after comparing with all the triples provided by other
child nodes, then it is a suitable match and is returned (step 36 to 41).
It can be observed that the triple of child nodes are not necessarily updated
every time getNextOr is called. They are only updated either when the triple has
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not yet been produced or when the triple expires. Both the pruning in the cases
above and the selection of the triple as matches can make the triple expire. Among
those triples that are eligible as matches, we output them in document order. The
order can be obtained at the same time the comparison runs.
Now we provide a whole view of our approach after the processing methods
according to diﬀerent types of query nodes have been introduced.
The search begins from the root node, and goes on in a top-down manner.
Each child node of the root node is asked to provide a new one of theirs matches to
compute the ﬁnal match. Those intermediate query nodes then pass the requests to
their children to compute their own matches. The request for matching document
fragment is spread down until it reaches the leaf node i.e. keyword query node.
Match at the leaf node is computed and a document fragment is returned to its
parent node. The parent node gets all its child nodes ready for a match and
then is able to compute one of its own match and returns the match to its parent
node. When the root node ﬁnishes computing and ﬁnds a match to the query (or
recognizes a null result to the query), the match is output and a new round of
searching begins (or the searching stops).
We use an AND-OR query to demonstrate the processing detail of OR node as
well as the ﬂow of the whole query processing.
Example 5.5
Now consider the query ’(XML AND views) OR (author AND Jag)’. The
processing begins from the OR node in the query tree. It asks its two child nodes
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for document fragments. Both of the AND nodes have not been processed yet
and their triples are null. The processing then goes to getNext(AND) for both
of them. The ﬁrst returns a triple (0.2.0.0, 0.3.0.0, 0.3.0.0) (as in Example 5.2).
The second one returns a triple (0.2.1.1,0.2.1.1.0,0.2.1.1.0) (as in Example 5.3). By
checking the begin and end labels, the ﬁrst document fragment are found to cover
the second one and falls into case 1. The ﬁrst one thus is pruned and the second
triple (0.2.1.1,0.2.1.1.0,0.2.1.1.0) is returned.
The query processing continues and getNextOr is called again. At this time,
the ﬁrst getNextAnd returns null. If the second getNextAnd returns any match, the
match will be output to result directly. However, as in Example 5.4, a null result is
returned. Consequently, there is only one result found for the query ’(XML AND
views) OR (author AND Jag)’ : the subtree rooted at element author with Dewey
number 0.2.1.1. 
5.4 Analysis
We can observe that by delivering to the parent node the intermediate results
immediately when a new one is produced, a pipeline is built in the query tree. We
don’t need to wait for all the matches of the child nodes coming out. The ﬁrst
searching result can be quickly output while the search is still running for following
results. The quick response is a big satisfaction to keyword search end users.
Besides, since keywords are stored in database and fetched in document order,
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and the processing at AND as well as OR node retain this property, matches are
produced in document order naturally. The order in reverse assists in the processing
at AND/OR node. Consequently, the cost of sorting search results is saved.
Diﬀerent from the work in XKSearch [20] and in [21], our approach cannot uti-
lize the frequency variation of the keywords appearing in the query for optimization.
This is mainly because we cover the OR query in addition to absolute AND query.
For an AND query, the result size is no larger than the size of the smallest inter-
mediate result from its child nodes. However, for an OR query, the result size is
no less than that of the largest intermediate match. It is possible that the size of
result grows up to the sum of all the intermediate matches. Consequently, the OR
query receives no beneﬁt from the frequency bounding.
Furthermore, during processing we cannot pre-estimate the size of intermediate
results especially when the query is a complex one whose query tree is deep and
comprises of both AND and OR nodes. Even if we rearrange the keyword nodes
according to their frequencies at the bottom of the query tree, we cannot control the
processing ﬂow to ensure that the intermediate nodes are still in frequency order.
If we compute the frequencies of results for every intermediate nodes and get them
rearranged at AND nodes to facilitate the processing, the cost is too expensive
and not so rewarding. Worse still, the sorting requires all candidate matches to be
ready, which spoils the pipeline.
Even though the frequency cannot be employed for optimization, the compar-
ing of triples instead of LCA computing in our approach gains eﬃciency. Since
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the keyword search query we study is in general form and no limit is set to its
complexity, we cannot establish an upper bound of the time complexity for our




To verify the eﬀectiveness as well as the eﬃciency of our approach, we conducted a
comprehensive study to compare the performance against existing approaches for
evaluating AND-OR keyword search queries.
6.1 Experimental Setup
We implemented our algorithms in Java using Apache Xerces XML parser and
Berkeley DB [2]. The parser for keyword search query was also written in Java
which builds a query tree before the query is processed.
Our experiments were conducted on the DBLP data [3]. All the data nodes are
organized using a B+ tree where the keys are the keywords of the data nodes. The
data associated with each key is a list of Dewey numbers of the data nodes directly
containing the keyword.
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We use AOG to refer to our general form AND-OR approach. The algorithm we
mainly compared with is the AND-OR multiway-SLCA (AOMS) approach in [21].
Since the keyword search queries that can be processed in AOMS are limited to be
in CNF, we rewrote the general form AND-OR queries into CNF for processing in
AOMS. For example, the query (algorithms AND 2005) OR (approach AND 1999)
will be rewritten into an equivalent query (algorithms OR approach) AND (2005
OR approach) AND (2005 OR approach) AND (2005 OR 1999).
IAOMS is the indexed version of AOMS. The diﬀerence between AOMS and
IAOMS is that IAOMS uses a lookup style method to ﬁnd the next match while
AOMS scans its keyword lists to get the next match. However, our approach can
only apply the scanning method as we do not necessarily have a ready-for-use list to
look up for the next match. That is due to the pipelined processing which produces
only one new intermediate result for each query node when asked by their parent
nodes. As a result, we do not have an indexed version of AOG and we compare
AOG with both AOMS and IAOMS.
We also implemented two binary variants for comparing, AOSE for AND-OR
Scan Eager and AOILE for AND-OR Indexed Lookup Eager. They are exten-
sions of the binary approaches in [20] for AND-OR queries. Similar to AOMS and
IAOMS, AOSE and AOILE can only be applied to CNF queries.
We generated general form AND-OR keyword search queries by varying the
following parameters: the number of keywords in the query N , the height of the
query tree H , and the frequency of each keyword. We also vary the query structure
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to investigate performances of varied queries.
Our experiments were conducted on a 3.0GHz desktop with 1GB of RAM run-
ning Windows XP.
6.2 Experimental Results
As mentioned above, AOMS, IAOMS, AOSE and AOILE can only process keyword
queries in CNF. Consequently, they cannot be applied to pure OR queries which
our approach can easily deal with. We omit the performance study of pure OR
queries here as a result.
First of all, we compare our approach with the multiway-SLCA approach in
pure AND queries.
Experiment 1. Pure AND Queries
Pure AND queries refer to keyword search queries that consist of AND nodes
and keywords only, for example, focus AND peer AND ieee. In this experiment,
we vary the number of keywords from 2 to 5 and compare the performances of
the 5 approaches. The results are displayed in Figure 6.1 under diﬀerent key-
word frequencies. In Figure 6.1(a), 6.1(c) and 6.1(e), all the keywords have the
same frequencies of 10, 100 and 1000 respectively. In Figure 6.1(b), 6.1(d), and
6.1(f), frequencies of keywords varies from 10 to 100, 10 to 1000, and 100 to 1000
respectively.
In the binary and multiway-SLCA approach, all the keyword lists are sorted.





























































































































(f) frequency (100, 1000)
Figure 6.1: Pure AND Queries
Their database cursors also get ready before matches are computed. As a result, no
matter the keyword frequency is large or small, the evaluation time always includes
a startup cost which is only related to the number of keywords. As AOG does not
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perform a pre-sorting and only accesses the keyword data nodes during the query
processing, its performance is more related to the keyword frequency. When the
keyword frequency is small, AOG takes advantage of zero startup cost and ends
quickly (as in Figure 6.1(a), 6.1(b), 6.1(c)). When the keyword frequency is large,
the inﬂuence of startup costs in the binary and multiway-SLCA approaches decrease
and their optimizations utilizing the sorted keyword lists to get the next match take
eﬀect. Consequently, they reveal better performances (as in Figure 6.1(e)). Besides,
when the frequencies vary signiﬁcantly (as in Figure 6.1(d) and 6.1(f)), the indexed
lookup method IAOMS and AOILE are more eﬃcient. Genrally AOSE and AOILE
reveal worse performences than AOMS and IAOMS. But still they outperform AOG
in pure AND queries.
Experiment 2. CNF Queries
CNF queries can be directly be processed by the binary and multiway-SLCA
approaches. We adopted the AND processing method from their SLCA computing
approach but did not introduce their optimization making use of frequency knowl-
edge because this optimization can only be applied in conjunctive computation and
can not be generalized into AND-OR processing. Nevertheless, with OR processing
introduced, in each conjunction the sorting cost increases compared to pure AND
queries in the binary and multiway-SLCA approaches. In contrast, the label com-
paring method instead of LCA computation for AND and OR processing in AOG
saves up the time cost and redeems the weakness mentioned above.
The results of CNF query is demonstrated in Figure 6.2. The evaluation time
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(f) frequency (100, 1000)
Figure 6.2: CNF Queries
on the y-axis is in logscale. Each class of queries is denoted by cM-kN, where M
denotes number of conjunctions in the query and N denotes number of keywords
in each conjunction. Then the number of keywords is N multiplied by M .
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It is noticed that for CNF queries, the number of keywords in each conjunction
M has a larger impact than the number of conjunctions in the binary and multiway-
SLCA approaches, especially for the indexed version IAOMS and AOILE. However,
our approach is less sensitive to the query structure and exhibits a steady trend
that the evaluation time is linear to the number of keywords in the query. This is
due to the spread-down processing style in the query tree.
In average, the evaluation time is reduced by 50 percent using our approach
compared with the evaluation time of AOMS. We also outperform IAOMS greatly
especially when the number of keywords in each conjunction exceeds 3. The per-
formances of AOSE and AOILE are even worse when the keywords have similar
frequencies. But when the frequency varies, AOILE has a relatively better perfor-
mance than the multiway-SLCA approach although AOG is still the winner.
Experiment 3. DNF Queries
Since DNF queries cannot be directly processed by multiway-SLCA approach,
query rewriting is needed. Generally, the transformed CNF query is more complex
than the original DNF query with keywords duplicated. For example, the simplest
CNF for the query
(editor AND 1999) OR (1997 AND ieee)OR (2001 AND c.) is
(editor OR 1997 OR 2001) AND (editor OR 1997 OR c.) AND (editor OR 2001
OR ieee) AND (1997 OR 2001 OR 1999) AND (1997 OR c. OR 1999) AND
(editor OR c. OR ieee) AND (2001 OR 1999 OR ieee) AND (c. OR 1999 OR
ieee)
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The original DNF query will not be viewed as a very complex one if it is pro-
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(d) varying frequency (d3-k2)
Figure 6.3: DNF Queries
In Figure 6.3, queries are classiﬁed in a similar way with CNF queries. The
dM-kN in the caption of each ﬁgure denotes the number of disjunctions M in the
query and the number of keywords N in each disjunction. Our approach obviously
beats the other 4 by a signiﬁcant magnitude. The average processing cost of AOG
is 10 percent of the costs of AOMS and IAOMS, and 5 percent of the costs of AOSE
and AOILE.
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(b) OR rooted
Figure 6.4: Queries With Depth of 4
We now examine the performance of deep AND-OR queries with a depth more
than 3 in the query tree. Both CNF queries and DNF queries discussed before
are shallow queries with a depth of 3. Since our approach is a pipelined one, the
processing time is related to the length of the pipeline, i.e. the depth of the query
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(b) OR rooted
Figure 6.5: Queries With Depth of 5
In Figure 6.4 are the results of queries whose depth is 4. In Figure 6.5 are
queries with depth 5. Compare the performances in Figure 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), we
can ﬁnd that the evaluation time of queries with an OR node as the root node of
the query tree is far more than that with an AND node as the root node. Similar
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trend can also be found in Figure 6.5(a) and 6.5(b).
Furthermore, the increase in the evaluation time is not much when the root
node is an AND node, comparing Figure 6.4(a) and 6.5(a). In contrast, there is a
remarkable increase in the evaluation time when the root node is an OR node and
the depth of the query changes from 4 to 5 (Figure 6.4(b) and 6.5(b)). Comparing
the performances in both ﬁgures, it shows once again that AOG has a better capa-
bility of processing disjunctions while the binary and multiway-SLCA approaches
are eﬃcient only for conjunctive processing.
Experiment 5. Result Size
In the following two experiments, we try to ﬁnd out other factors which have
an impact on the evaluation time of our algorithm. We have demonstrated in the
previous experiments that the frequency of keywords, as well as the query structure
(for example, depth of the query, type of root node) are tightly connected with the
performance.
Another factor related to the evaluation time of AND-OR queries is found to
be the size of the ﬁnal results, as indicated in Figure 6.6. Queries are generated
randomly and grouped according to their result size. Evaluation time is noted down
and compared.
When the result size is less than or equal to 10, the evaluation time is quite
diverse, as in Figure 6.6(a). However, when the result size approaches 100 or more,
the evaluation time for AOG, AOMS as well as IAOMS all fall into a relatively stable
range respectively (in Figure 6.6(b) and 6.6(c)). In Figure 6.1(e), when the result
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(c) result size = 1000
Figure 6.6: Queries With Varying Result Size
size is around 1000, AOSE and AOILE show very bad performances compared with
the others. That is because of the large amount of intermediate results generated
during the processing. When the result size is small, AOSE and AOILE sometimes
can have better performances.
AOG still reveals better performance than AOMS and IAOMS.
Experiment 6. Vary Rewriting
We infer from Experiment 4 that the depth of the query may aﬀect the evalua-
tion time. It is also shown in Experiment 4 that the query structure have an impact
as well. However, if the queries with diﬀerent depths and structures but represent
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the same semantics, will the structure diﬀerence aﬀect the evaluation time? To
investigate this, we choose Queries 13-15 and rewrite them into several equivalent
queries with diﬀerent depths and structures and compare their evaluation times.
Query 13:
1. (2005 AND views AND chapter )AND (information OR algorithms OR analysis)
2. (2005 AND (views AND chapter ))AND (information OR (algorithms OR anal-
ysis))
3. 2005 AND views AND (chapter AND (information OR (algorithms OR analy-
sis)))
4. 2005 AND (views AND (chapter AND (information OR (algorithms OR analy-
sis))))
Query 14:
1. (2005 AND views) OR (chapter AND information ) OR (algorithms OR analy-
sis)
2. (2005 AND views) OR ((chapter AND information ) OR (algorithms OR anal-
ysis))
3. (2005 AND views) OR (((chapter AND information ) OR algorithms) OR anal-
ysis)
4. (((((2005 AND views) OR chapter )AND information ) OR algorithms) OR
analysis)
Query 15:
1. (2001 AND pages) OR (ieee AND database ) OR (algorithms OR approach)
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2. (2001 AND pages) OR ((ieee AND database ) OR (algorithms OR approach))
3. (2001 AND pages) OR ( ((ieee AND database ) OR algorithms) OR approach)


















Figure 6.7: Varying Structure for Equal Queries
The evaluation times are shown in Figure 6.7. The x-axis denotes the depth
of the query. We can notice that evaluation times hardly change with the trans-
formation of the queries. That means for a given keyword search, no matter in
which form it is expressed, our approach will return with similar response time.
This is a useful property for keyword search processing because we do not need to
rewrite the input queries for eﬃciency consideration. The search engine system is
simpliﬁed while time cost is saved.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented a novel approach to process general form AND-
OR keyword search queries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work to
handle keyword queries with any combination of AND and OR operators.
We utilize the tree structure to represent the keyword search query. The query
can be easily parsed into a query tree, with keywords in leaf node and operators
in root as well as intermediate nodes, and operands attached as children of the
operator nodes. Using the query tree, not only the query is naturally divided
into several subqueries in the form of subtrees in the query tree, but also the
processing can be broken up and specialized according to the type of the query
nodes. Consequently, no matter how many types of general form queries there
are, the processing methods we need to consider are now limited to three: how to
process the keyword node in the query tree, and the AND operator node as well as
the OR node.
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We adopted the AND processing from SLCA computing algorithms ([16], [18],
[20], [21]) and proposed a comparison mechanism for OR processing which prunes
intermediate results that cover other intermediate results. By delivering to the
parent node the intermediate results immediately when a new one is produced, a
pipeline is built in the query tree. We do not need to wait for all the matches of
the child nodes coming out. The ﬁrst searching result can be quickly output while
the search is still running for following results. Quick response time is critical to
keyword search end users. An important beneﬁt due to the tree structure and the
pipelined-approach is that the impact of increase in keyword numbers in the query
on query processing is reduced by logarithm.
The eﬃciency of our approach is veriﬁed via comprehensive experiments. Al-
though the evaluation time is increasing with an increase in keyword frequency, our
approach has exhibited satisfying processing response and outperforms multiway-
SLCA approach in most cases especially when the query is a complex one. We
also ﬁnd by experimental studies that our approach responds steadily to equivalent
queries in diﬀerent structures. That avoids query rewriting due to the complexity
and is surely to beneﬁt both end users and search engine designers.
Our current work in this thesis still cannot handle queries with NOT operator,
which is commonly used in full-texted keyword searches. As part of our future work,
we intend to extend our approach to deal with complex keyword search queries with
any combination of AND, OR, and NOT operators. Besides, our search returns
the precise answers. Some other approximate answers that may interest the users
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thus are completely rejected. Another direction consequently lies in integrating
proximity search as well as ranking mechanism into our approach.
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